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Abstract

A peer-to-peer file sharing system includes a lookup and

a content distribution protocol. Very efficient peer-to-peer

protocols exist for content distribution, but efficient index-

ing is still an open problem. Numerous work on structured

overlay networks such as distributed hash tables offer a

promising framework. However, balancing the load of pub-

lishing, storing indexes and answering request still remains

a challenging task. We sketch a general architecture frame-

work for solving these problems in the case of a file sharing

application. Our design goals include reducing the work of

file providers (they should not bare all the publishing pro-

cess) and enabling keyword searching based on the assump-

tion that few words are associated with each file.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer file sharing system [9, 4, 6, 3] has become

an attractive alternative to client-server content distribution.

Instead of uploading data from a unique source, the upload

cost is redistributed among peers. Before downloading, the

first problem to solve while searching a data is to identify

precisely the data we are interested in and then to find peers

sharing it. In this paper we are particularly concerned with

fully distributed file sharing systems. In such environments,

the participants give some of its resources in exchange for

using the service. They would thus naturally expect a work-

load proportional to their use of the service. In particular,

we cannot expect some of the peers to bear the load of a

dedicated server.

Unfortunately, conventional lookup protocols are inher-

ently not well matched to a fully distributed environment.

In flooding based lookup protocols, the workload is not op-

timized since the systems may not return addresses of peers

sharing a file until the whole network has been explored.

In routing based solutions, such as distributed hash tables

(DHT), few messages are exchanged but some nodes re-

sponsible for widely spread words may have to store many

associations and to answer many requests. This conflicts

with the expectation that all members should share the

workload.

Distribution systems such as eDonkey [4] release on

powerful servers. If some node play the role of these power-

ful servers this conflicts with the expectation that all mem-

ber should share the tracking load.

We introduce a general framework which enables effi-

cient keyword searching. We propose solutions to optimize

the associations storage load and distribute it among par-

ticipating nodes. Moreover, we distribute among interested

nodes the association lists upload cost.

The key idea is to combine a resilient DHT and an ef-

ficient distribution protocol such as BitTorrent [3] both for

lookup and distribution. We use the distribution protocol

to redistribute the load of large association lists. We use the

lookup protocol to find trackers that help users downloading

the same file meeting each other. The key challenge is to ef-

ficiently redistribute the lookup workload, and the workload

of tracking a file, among peers sharing interest.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief

description of BitTorrent, and a recall on distributed hash

tables (DHT) and bloom filters is given in Section 2. We

introduce solutions to redistribute and optimize the publish-

ing load, the storage load and the request load in Sections 3,

4 and 5 . Section 6 describes related work and Section 7

concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Distributed Hash Tables

Distributed hash tables (DHTs) are a class of decen-

tralized distributed systems which partition ownership of a

set of keys among participating nodes; they can efficiently
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route messages to owners of any given key. Each node is

responsible for a part of a hash table. DHTs are typically

designed to scale to a large number of nodes and to handle

continual node arrivals and failures. This infrastructure can

be used to build more complex services, such as distributed

file systems, peer-to-peer file sharing systems, cooperative

web caching, multicast, anycast, and domain name services.

Many DHTs have been recently proposed. Table 1 repre-

sents the different characteristics of some DHTs. All DHTs

usually follow the same framework: nodes maintain neigh-

borhood links for safe routing and local republishing. Long

links enable small graph diameter. The k nodes with IDs

close to the file or word ID u for a given metric are respon-

sible for u associations.

protocol topology diameter contacts k

Chord [16] hypercube O(log n) O(log n) 1
Pastry [14] hypercube O(log n) O(log n) 1

De-Bruijn De Bruijn O(log n) O(1) 1
[12, 10, 7, 1] graph

Kademlia [11] hypercube O(log n) O(k log n) k

Broose [8] De Bruijn O(log n) O(k) k

Table 1. characteristics of some DHTs. k is

the redundancy parameter, it represents the

number of contacts a peer can choose at

each lookup step.

2.2 BitTorrent

BitTorrent [3] has quickly become one of the most used

peer-to-peer file-sharing system in terms of traffic. When a

file is made available using HTTP, all upload cost is placed

on the hosting machine. With BitTorrent, when multiple

people are downloading the same file at the same time, they

upload pieces of the file to each other. This redistributes the

cost of upload to downloaders, thus making hosting a file

with a potentially unlimited number of downloaders afford-

able. BitTorrent is different from other peer-to-peer systems

because it does not include any lookup protocol. Download-

ers find ”.torrent” files on websites using any search engine

like Google or dedicated websites. ”.torrent” files are small

metadata files containing information about length, name,

hashing information and tracker of a given file. Trackers

are responsible for helping the torrent downloaders finding

each other (files downloaded via BitTorrent are called tor-

rents). The latest version of BitTorrent also includes a DHT

in case of tracker failure. Since peers downloading a file

have already retrieved the unique file ID from the ”.torrent”,

a node responsible for the file ID may replace the tracker.

2.3 Bloom filters

A bloom filter [2] is a hashed-based data structure that

summarizes membership in a set. More precisely, a bloom

filter is an array of bits initially all equal to 0. To encode

a set, each element is hashed by the same set of functions.

When an element is hashed, the result correspond to a bit

position of the bloom filter which is changed to 1. The

membership test consist in hashing with the same hash func-

tions set an element. If all resulting bit are equal to 1 in the

bloom filter the test is positive. Nevertheless, the member-

ship test returns false positives with a tunable, predictable

probability and never forgets true members. Given optimal

choice of hash functions number, the probability of a false

positive is pfp = .6185s/e where s is Bloom filter’s size

in bits and e is the number of elements in the set. Thus, to

maintain a fixed probability of false positives, the size of the

Bloom filter must be proportional to the number of elements

represented.

2.4 Associations

In all peer-to-peer file sharing systems, some information

about files and peers are distributed among participating

nodes. These informations are necessary to enable efficient

keyword searching. For a given keyword all systems should

return files containing the keyword in the file name or in the

file descriptors (author, album, or year for example). Then

for a given file all systems should return addresses of peers

sharing and downloading it. We thus distinguish two asso-

ciations classes: keyword and file. A keyword association

associates a keyword (or it’s ID) to a file ID. A file asso-

ciation associates a file ID to addresses of peers download-

ing the file. Furthermore, we propose that both associations

contain the file name and the descriptor list (see Sections 3

and 4 for more details).

3 Publishing Load

Less than 10 percents of peers share the majority of files

available in file sharing systems and 70 percents of peers do

not share files [15]. Moreover, the few percents of gener-

ous nodes share more than 1000 files each. In conventional

routing based systems, a node publishing a file performs a

lookup for each keyword of each file it publishes. A node

sharing files will thus performs F ∗ D lookups, where F

is the number of file it shares and d the average number of

keywords per file. Ideally, a peer-to-peer file sharing sys-

tem should give incentive to share files and should redis-

tribute the publishing load among peers. To redistribute the

publishing load, we now introduce the 2-levels publishing

scheme.
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Figure 1. distribution of number of words per

file name

3.1 2-levels publishing scheme

Similarly to associations classes, we distinguish two

publication classes: file and keyword. Like in conven-

tional publishing scheme, in the 2-levels publishing scheme

a node sharing a file is responsible for the file association

publication (file info associated to the sharing node ad-

dress). On the other hand, to redistribute the keyword as-

sociation publishing load, the nodes responsible for the file

association are responsible for keyword associations publi-

cations (file info associated to the file ID). A node sharing

a file thus needs only one lookup to publish it and keyword

publications cost is redistributed over the system since the

files IDs are themselves balanced. Figure 1 illustrates the

distribution of words contained in the file name over one

million of distinct eDonkey files. The average number of

words per file is 5, and less than 1 percent of the files con-

tain more than 25 words.

Using 2-levels publishing scheme also optimizes the

publishing traffic. If a file has been already published, nodes

responsible for the file ID do not republish keyword associ-

ations each time a node publishes an association for this file.

Notice that the distribution of copies per file may be unbal-

anced and thus nodes responsible for a spread file ID will

significatively reduce their keyword publishing load. In the

whole system, the number of lookups for keyword publica-

tions is thus divided by C, where C is the average number

of copies per file in the system.

Furthermore, to optimize the republishing load, a node

sharing a file does not republish the file association, it is

regularly contacted by nodes responsible for the file ID. It

thus replies to a ping instead of performing a lookup. Sim-

ilarly, nodes responsible for keyword associations regularly

contact nodes responsible for the file ID. Finally, if the node

sharing a file (resp. responsible for the file ID) is not con-

tacted by nodes responsible for the file association (resp.

keyword association) after a given timeout period, it re-

publishes the file association (resp. keyword association).

Using 2-levels publishing scheme together with pings, the

F ∗C ∗D lookups in conventional system per republishing

time period, are replaced by F ∗C + F ∗D pings, where F

is the number of distinct files and D is the average number

of keyword per file in the system.

4 Associations Storage Load

Key collisions introduced by widely spread keywords

(”mp3” for example) requires some balancing mechanisms.

Otherwise, a node responsible for a widely spread key-

word will be overloaded in storage capacity (key collision

hotspot) and in bandwidth capacity (request hotspot). Fig-

ure 2 illustrates the keyword occurrences distribution over

two millions eDonkey files.
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curences

In conventional routing based systems, associations are

stored on the k closest nodes to a given ID. Let l be the

maximum number of associations a node stores for a given

keyword. If a keyword appears in more than l associations,

we would like to redistribute the storage load among partic-

ipating nodes. The main challenge is to find a rule to ensure

that each association is stored by O(k) nodes. Ideally, we

also would like these nodes to be close (in number of hops)

to the original ID.

4.1 Mixed Hashing

Similarly to double hashing, in case of key collisions,

the system must provides an alternative ID to store asso-

ciations. The key idea is to store keyword associations of
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spread keywords on peers close to a mix of most of the

keyword ID digits and some of the file ID digits. If the

nodes responsible for a spread keyword ID v already store

l associations, further associations will be stored on nodes

responsible for ID u composed with one digit of the asso-

ciated file ID and digits of the keyword ID. Then, if the

nodes responsible for u also store more than l associations

for v, further associations will be stored on nodes close to

ID composed with two digits of the associated file and dig-

its of the keyword ID, and so on... If the mixed ID is well

constructed, retrieving nodes storing associations consists

in pushing further ahead the lookup (instead of performing

another lookup). Moreover, using bi-directional protocols

such as Broose [8], nodes storing associations may be on the

routing path to the word ID (in Broose, associations should

be stored on nodes close in number of hops to the keyword

ID using right-shifting and lookups for request should use

left-shifting1). Notice that finding associations on the rout-

ing path may be useful to redistribute the request load (see

section 5 for more details).

4.2 Smaller Keyword Associations

Another challenge is to optimize association size. If a

keyword association is reduced to the couple {word ID, file

ID}, it’s size is typically 320 bits (2 SHA-1 160 bits iden-

tifiers). To obtain smaller list, the file ID can be reduced to

the first 40 or 50 bits. In a system with less than 230 users,

the k closest node to the real file ID is are not the k clos-

est node to the ID composed with the first 50 file ID bits

completed with 0, with probability less than k
250−30 . Asso-

ciation storage for keyword u is reduced to (160 + 50 m)
bits instead of (160 + 160 m) bits, where m is the num-

ber of associations for u. When m is large, the keyword

association storage can thus be reduced by a factor 3.2.

5 Request load

Some association lists of spread keywords contain more

than one million associations (see Figure 2). Using mixed

hashing introduced in Section 4 redistributes the storage

load of large associations list. Nevertheless, nodes responsi-

ble for frequently requested list will be overloaded in down-

load by requests and in upload by association list distribu-

tion. Similarly, nodes responsible for meta-info files (”.tor-

rent”) distribution will be overloaded if the associated file is

frequently requested or if the ”.torrent” is large. The main

breakthrough of BitTorrent is to redistribute the file upload

cost among peers sharing or downloading a file. We pro-

pose to use a protocol similar to BitTorrent to redistribute

1In De Bruijn lookup based protocols, the contact list of node u con-

tains nodes with prefix ID obtained by shifting u prefix address and insert-

ing new digits.

the association list and the meta-info file (”.torrent”) load.

Moreover, we optimize the size of association list returned

to save network bandwidth.

5.1 Request Hotspot

We propose to use a solution similar to the the solution

introduced in Kademlia [11] to alleviate request hotspots.

To redistribute the load of receiving request, answers should

be cached on nodes likely to be on the path of further re-

quests for the same ID such that nodes close to the requested

ID are not overloaded by receiving request. To avoid over

caching, associations are cached during a period of time ex-

ponentially inversely proportional to the number of hops be-

tween the current node and the node responsible for the key.

A complementary solution consists in distributing all

these informations for frequently requested files or key-

words associations list by all peers in the system or all peers

sharing same interest (publish-subscribe) using a protocol

similar to BitTorrent. We propose to introduce a global tor-

rent of very requested file and keyword IDs. When a node

is overloaded for a given file or keyword ID, it adds it to

the global torrent and shares a new bloc containing infor-

mations it is frequently requested for.

5.2 Associations list Upload Cost

We would like to redistribute a large requested list up-

load cost among peers downloading it by sharing it. If many

nodes want the same large association list they should re-

trieve it in a cooperative way and thus use a distribution

protocol such as BitTorrent. When a peer looks for files

relevant for a given keyword, it performs a lookup over the

keyword ID. If the nodes responsible for the keyword ID are

not overloaded, they act as trackers and as seeds for the key-

word association list. If the nodes responsible for a given

keyword u are overloaded, nodes storing associations for u

act as trackers for the whole list and as seeds for a bloc of the

association list. Furthermore, nodes on the routing path to

u cache addresses of peers interested by the association list

and thus also act as tracker. However, to enhance connectiv-

ity and to redistribute the tracking load, peers downloading

the association list exchange their contact list.

Furthermore, If a keyword is widely spread and fre-

quently asked by a peer, this peer should store the corre-

sponding association list and regularly update it. Adding

the first publication date to an association enables a peer

to ask only for association published after it’s last update.

Moreover, since this peer has already many associations it

will act as seed for old associations.
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5.3 Smaller Association Lists Uploaded

In this section we introduce solutions to optimize the

traffic generated by the association list upload cost. If word

associations only contain a word ID associated to a file ID,

a node has to retrieve the association list for each words

appearing in the request before it can choose a file in the

lists intersection. Since bandwidth is the most expensive

resource (compared to storage), we propose to add the file-

name and the file info (author, byterate, year, etc...) to the

keyword association. When a node is looking for files rele-

vant for several keywords, it only performs one lookup for

one of the keyword (preferentially the rarest). Nodes re-

sponsible for the word ID only return associations where all

requested keywords appear. The global torrent described in

Section 5.1, may be useful to learn which words are widely

spread.

Including file descriptions induces both storage and

bandwidth overheads for keyword associations. We now in-

troduce another solution to optimize the size of keyword as-

sociation. For each file, a Bloom filter over its words is com-

puted. Recall a Bloom filter is a hashed-based data structure

that summarizes membership in a set. This Bloom filter re-

place the filename and the file infos of word associations.

With a 20 bits per keyword Bloom filter the probability of

false positive is less than 10−4 instead of 80 bits for a 10
characters keyword. This can reduce the keyword list size

by a factor approximately 4.

Reynolds and Vahdat [13] have shown that more than

70% of requests contain two or more keywords. Another

solution to reduce the size of associations list returned to

requests could be the following. Nodes responsible for a file

ID, also publish associations of keyword couple {keyword

ID, keyword ID, file ID}. The storage load would also be

O(F ∗ D2) but with O(F ∗ D2) publish lookups instead of

O(F ∗ D) with the previous solution proposed.

5.4 Hashes Distribution

To download a file with BitTorrent the client needs the

”.torrent” file. Some recent studies [5] have shown that

the download is faster and fairer if the file is divided into

small chunks (to enhance exchanges). Having many chunks

implies having many hashes and thus a big ”.torrent” file.

In centralized systems, powerful users upload the ”.torrent”

files from servers.

To redistribute the upload cost of the ”.torrent” to down-

loaders, we introduce the ”.metatorrent” file (”.torrent” of

the ”.torrent”). The trackers (nodes responsible for the file

ID) store the ”.metatorrent” file. A ”.metatorrent” is sim-

ply a ”.torrent” of the ”.torrent”. It contains all information

necessary to start downloading the ”.torrent” and the file.

More precisely it contains the ID of the desired file, the size

of the ”.torrent”, the size of the file, the size of chunks, and

the hashes of the ”.torrent” chunks. To start downloading

the file quickly, BitTorrent verification procedure should be

modified. A client can download file chunks even if it does

not have the hashes of these chunks. With the size of the

file and the size of a file chunk contained in the ”.metator-

rent” the node can already ask for and download some file

chunks. The file chunks verifications with hashes are per-

formed when the ”.torrent” downloaded has been verified

with the hashes contained in the ”.metatorrent”.

6 Related Works

Many routing based peer-to-peer systems have been pro-

posed recently, e.g. [16, 14, 12, 10, 7, 1, 11, 8, 3].

Several systems based on DHT enable to find the closest

nodes to a given ID [16, 14, 12, 10, 7, 1, 11, 8]. Chord [16],

Pastry [14] and first generation De Bruijn graph based DHT

[12, 10, 7, 1] need a strict topology maintenance. This im-

plies many messages exchanges and low resilience to node

departures. Kademlia [11] and Broose [8], are more re-

silient to node failure and churn but do not resolve the key

collision hotspots.

BitTorrent [3] offers an efficient solution to file distribu-

tion but the content lifetime and availability rely on power-

ful servers. Moreover, in the solution presented the upload

cost of the ”.torrent” is redistributed among peers down-

loading the file.

A solution using Bloom filters over files membership

[13] is efficient when keywords appear in few associations.

If keywords may appear in 10000 associations, the optimal

size of Bloom filters is 10 KB. Figure 2 illustrates that some

words like ”mp3” have much more occurrences. Further-

more, in the solution introduced in [13], nodes responsible

for requested associations exchange messages to limit false

positive associations returned. Thus, nodes responsible for

many associations answer a lot of requests on the one hand

and exchange messages to limit false positive on the other

hand. However, we introduce a solution to optimize associ-

ations lists. Bloom filters computed over descriptor consid-

erably reduce the descriptor association size and the upload

associations lists cost can be distributed on peers interested

in retrieving the list.

7 Conclusion

We have introduced a general framework for fully dis-

tributed file sharing system. The multi-level publication

scheme introduced significatively reduces the publication

traffic since keyword associations are published only once.

Using pings instead of lookups reduces the republishing

load by a factor O(log n). The mixed hashing scheme al-
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lows to redistribute the storage load on nodes close (in num-

ber of hops) to nodes responsible for the original ID. The

solutions provided enable efficient keyword searching with-

out any flooding mechanism and support inherent unbal-

anced associations distribution due to spread words. Using

Bloom filters over keywords and smaller file ID allow to re-

duce the size of keyword association lists. Moreover, we

are able to distribute the query load for spread keywords on

peers interested by the corresponding keyword association

lists. Finally, the solutions provided are designed for dis-

tributed hash tables but could be adapted to skip graph or

other lookup protocols.
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